UA Construction Students in Civil Engineering
Receive the 2020 Bill Lloyd Sr. Scholarship from ABA

Congratulations to Ray Barrales, Muhammad Mohd, Deborah James, and Spencer Browne on receiving the Bill Lloyd Sr. Scholarship from Arizona Builders Alliance (ABA).

The Bill Lloyd Sr. Scholarship was created in recognition of Bill Lloyd Sr.’s role in the development of the Tucson commercial construction industry. Bill Sr. founded Lloyd Construction in Tucson in 1969. The scholarship is administered by Arizona Builders Alliance who serves as the industry sponsor for the UA Associated General Contractors (AGC) chapter.

Each student will receive a $1,250 scholarship for the 2020-2021 academic year. These four students are preparing for careers in the construction industries and all have construction internships in Tucson in summer 2020. (Ray - Core Construction, Muhammad - KE&G, Deborah - Caliber, and Spencer - Lloyd).